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BORGWARNER REMAINS FIRST 
CHOICE FOR TURBOCHARGERS

Leader in 
Technology
Dear Readers,

BorgWarner Turbo Systems has a vision – to be its customers’

first choice for turbocharging system solutions and components.

This is a real challenge, but one which the turbocharger special-

ist is clearly handling with spirit, according to independent experts.

Together with the drastic increase in the number of customer

projects, this is also underlined by the top ranking of the engines

made by Turbo Systems customers at the International Engine 

of the Year Awards 2005. You can find out more about this in the

commentary on the next page.

Alongside one of the engines to receive an award, the common-

rail turbo diesel of the Opel Astra 1.3 CDTI, we would also like to

introduce you to three other vehicles in this edition of TurboNews,

all of which underline BorgWarner Turbo Systems’ leading position

in the industry: the Mercedes A 200 Turbo, the Kia Sorento 

2.5 CRDI and the MAN Trucknology Generation Light. The engines

in these models are state-of-the-art units which raise the bar 

significantly in terms of performance, consumption and low 

emissions.

And every effort is also being made within the company to make

BorgWarner Turbo Systems’ vision a reality. Securing development

know-how for the future and optimizing product and process 

quality are key tasks, and ones to which the management team

is committed. You can find out more about this in the articles on

Six Sigma and the Turbo Academy. 

We hope you have fun reading!

The editorial team
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In June 2005 the renowned magazine Engine

Technology presented its highly coveted 

annual International Engine of the Year Awards

for the best passenger vehicle engines in 

the world. The prize winners included no 

fewer than three engines which, thanks to

the advanced turbocharging systems from 

BorgWarner Turbo Systems, received the

highest accolade in their category.

Alongside the 1.3 liter diesel unit by GM 

and Fiat with KP35 or BV35 turbochargers

and the first direct gas injection engine with

turbocharger (K03) by Volkswagen/Audi, the

3.0 liter diesel engine in the BMW 535d 

with regulated 2-stage turbocharging (R2S™)

particularly impressed the international jury.

As the first series production diesel engine

with R2S™ technology, the 6-cylinder unit

delivers exemplary values in all disciplines 

and sets completely new standards. And this

new BMW engine is just the beginning for the

regulated 2-stage turbocharging system,

which can certainly be hailed as the best 

performing turbocharging system available 

at the moment. 

The use of this technology will not be 

limited to diesel engines in passenger 

vehicles. It is also expected to become a 

dominant force in many other applications.

Indeed, our development and application

engineers are already working on 15 other

R2S™ customer projects for passenger car

and commercial vehicle applications. So we

can expect to celebrate many new premieres

in the coming months, and hopefully also

many awards. In this edition of TurboNews

you can, for example, read interesting news

on the first use of our regulated 2-stage

turbocharging system in a truck. And this 

will not be the last new appearance of 

BorgWarner Turbo Systems R2S™ tech-

nology this year. Our aim is to maintain and

further expand our leading technological 

position for the benefit of our customers.
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ENGINES WITH BORGWARNER 
TURBOCHARGING SYSTEMS WIN AT THE 
INTERNATIONAL ENGINE OF THE YEAR AWARDS

Awards Galore

Comment

Ulli Fröhn, Vice President Sales & Market-
ing with BorgWarner Turbo Systems.
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Strong MAN
More economical, more com-

fortable and safer: It was with
these strengths that the new

MAN series TGL was launched in early
2005. With their international market
launch, the new 7.5 to 12 ton vehicles 
of the “Trucknology Generation Light”
replace the enormously successful LE
2000 vehicles, which enjoyed an excel-
lent global reputation throughout their
twelve year production cycle. 

The abbreviation TGL (Trucknology 
Generation Light) stands for the most
modern vehicle program in its class. 
With comfortable cabs, optimized chas-
sis that offer excellent safety features, 
and a more powerful drive technology,
the new generation of vehicles sets new
standards among trucks with a total 
permitted weight of up to 12 tons. 

New common rail engines

New four- and six-cylinder engines
accompany the market launch of the
MAN TGL. The common rail diesel
engines with between 4.6 and 6.9 liters
(280 and 420 cubic inch) displacement
excel through optimal thermodynamics,
high ignition pressure, innovative com-
ponents and minimization of friction 
losses. The four-cylinder 4.6 liter (280
cubic inch) engine is unusually powerful
for its displacement class, generating 
206 bhp nominal output. The use of 
a regulated 2-stage turbocharging 
system (R2S) and external, cooled
exhaust gas recirculation (AGR) allows
the engine to remain extremely econom-
ical with its increased specific output. 
With this unit it was also possible to save
over 200 lbs in weight compared to the
six-cylinder engine in the predecessor 
LE 2000. 

Following its celebrated debut in the
BMW 535d, the regulated 2-stage 
turbocharging system by BorgWarner

Turbo Systems is now continuing its 
success story in the commercial vehicle
sector. The modern R2S™ system, which
the turbocharger specialist developed
in close cooperation with MAN Nutz-
fahrzeuge AG, offers variable, stepless
adjustment of the turbine and compres-
sor side for each engine operation point.
This pioneering technology is used 
in the new MAN TGL models with the 
206 bhp four-cylinder engine, type 
D0834 LFL 42, from the D08 Common
Rail engine series.  

Performance right from the start

The regulated 2-stage turbocharging 
system by BorgWarner ensures that the

MAN engines meet the highest of
demands in terms of performance and
emissions. At low revs the smaller 
high-pressure turbocharger provides 
significantly more spontaneous engine
response and eliminates starting weak-
nesses. As the speed of the engine
increases, the larger low-pressure 
turbocharger kicks in alongside the 
high-pressure turbocharger, initially as 
a compressor. This provides a smooth
and continuous increase in power. With
its regulated 2-stage turbocharging, the
4.6 liter engine offers the driver a more
spontaneous response – in particular
when starting, accelerating and climbing
hills – as well as a higher and smoother
torque curve. The maximum torque is 

MAN PRESENTS 
TRUCKNOLOGY GENERATION
LIGHT WITH R2S™ SYSTEM 
BY BORGWARNER

Market s  & Cus tomers
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612 lb-ft at 1,400 rpm, which truly makes
the new MAN four-cylinder stand out 
from its competitors. Despite the fact 
that power output has been increased,
the engine remains extremely economi-
cal with low emissions.

The successful cooperation between
MAN and BorgWarner Turbo Systems
in this development project shows that
there is huge potential in the commer-
cial vehicle engine market for improving
power output, comfort, fuel consumption
and emissions.

The R2S™ System combines 

high-pressure and low-pressure 

turbochargers to offer an optimum 

complete solution.

World premiere: The new MAN series TGL is the first generation of commercial 

vehicles to use the R2S™ System.
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Shining star in 
the compact class

NEW A-CLASS IMPRESSES WITH TOP OF THE RANGE ENGINE

W ith the new A-Class, which 
celebrated its premiere in fall  

2004, Mercedes-Benz man-
aged to build even further on the success
of the previous model.

Excelling in design, technology, comfort
and with improved handling, the small
Mercedes is already being touted as the
premium model in its class.

The design of the new A-Class is more
grown up than its predecessor. With clear
lines and sharp angles the vehicle has
become both more elegant and sporty.
The handling has also been improved.
A longer wheelbase, wider track and a
selective suspension system make the
ride smoother and more comfortable.

Innovative engine concept

Excellent safety for its passengers has
always been a strength of the A-Class.
This still holds true for the second 
generation of the model. However, the

safety concept also requires an
unusual engine design, which pre-
sented the developers with keen 
challenges. The units are fitted at an
angle of up to 59 degrees behind the
front axle. In the event of a head-on
collision they are forced downward
and away without penetrating the
passenger cell. 

This unique design also places 
great demands on the turbocharg-
ers, which need to have compact
dimensions and fit in difficult instal-
lation locations. In close cooperation
with the engineers at DaimlerChrysler,
BorgWarner Turbo Systems devel-
oped solutions to meet the high
demands of the innovative auto 

manufacturer. Alongside three new 
CDI engines, a new 193 bhp gasoline
engine with a turbocharger is also 
available.

The three newly developed CDI diesel
engines are based on the second gene-
ration of the common rail technology,
which works with twin pilot injection and
greater injection pressure (1,600 bar).
These and other measures offer signifi-
cantly improved power output and torque,
while simultaneously lowering exhaust
emissions and noise levels.

In top form with VTG

The flagship among the new CDI engines
is the A 200 CDI, from the OM640 series.
With its intelligent design and remarkable
turbocharging system, the A 200 CDI 
provides even greater performance than
its predecessor, yet also offers lower 
consumption. It is the most powerful
diesel engine offered in the new A-Class.
With its VTG turbocharger and 180 bar
firing pressure it delivers 140 bhp and 

an amazing 220 lb-ft of torque between
1,600 and 3,000 rpm. This allows accel-
eration from 0 to 60 mph in just over 
9 seconds and a top speed of 124 mph.
The VTG turbocharger is a BV43 unit
which BorgWarner developed in coop-
eration with DaimlerChrysler. The turbo-
charger manufacturer specialists have
created a turbocharging system which
actually surpasses the high demands in
terms of both dynamics and thermo-
dynamics.

Compact sports vehicle

For the new turbocharged M266 turbo
gasoline engine, the BorgWarner devel-
opment team designed a special version
of the K03 turbocharger. The use of cast
steel turbine casings and special design
solutions allows the turbochargers to
operate up to a maximum exhaust gas
temperature of 1050°C. This is also the
first ever product to have the turbine 
casing welded to an airgap-isolated
exhaust duct. The new integrated solu-
tion was developed in close coopera-
tion between the engineers at Daimler-
Chrysler and BorgWarner. The result of
this dedicated cooperation is the A 200
Turbo, one of the most powerful four 
cylinder engines in its class. The A 200
Turbo achieves a specific power output
of around 1.5 bhp per cubic inch 
displacement. Its maximum torque of 
206 lb-ft is available constantly right up
to its maximum output at 4,850 rpm. 
The A 200 Turbo delivers 193 bhp 
and accelerates from 0 to 60 in under 
8 seconds, of course meeting the 
EURO4 exhaust standard. This guaran-
tees unparalleled handling and dynamics
in the compact class. Thanks to exhaust
gas turbocharging, the consumption
remains at an amazingly low level given
the performance on offer.

Market s  & Cus tomers



New engines for the B-Class

Both engines, the A 200 CDI and A 200
Turbo, are also available in the new 
B-Class, which celebrated its world 
premiere this year in Geneva. The Sports
Tourer concept developed by Mercedes-
Benz also impressed the critics. 

The new B-Class is intentionally geared
toward the desires of modern and
demanding customers, and is a sports,
family and recreational vehicle all in one.

The great success of the new A-Class
and the positive press being enjoyed 
by the B-Class demonstrate the effec-
tiveness of the cooperation between 
Mercedes-Benz and BorgWarner Turbo
Systems. And we can all certainly look
forward to many exciting new develop-
ments in the future. 

The tight dimensions 

in the A-Class place

great demands on the

design of engine and

turbocharger.
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From vision 
to reality
The vision has become reality: three years

after the introduction of the Six Sigma
training courses in Kirchheimbolanden,

champion Wolfgang Schneider, who is respon-
sible for the global Six Sigma initiative at 
BorgWarner Turbo Systems, has at his dis-
posal an international group of specialists for
improvement projects. A total of nine full time
Black Belts are now active worldwide as 
project leaders for complex tasks which are
solved and implemented using the Six Sigma
method.

Over the course of a four-week training course,
which takes place in week-long blocks, the
trainee Black Belts are each responsible for 
one improvement project. In this way, the 
applied statistical methods and problem-
solving strategies are embedded in the train-
ing phases and can be examined and analyzed
precisely. After passing the exam and success-
fully completing two projects, the trainees
become certified Black Belts. The desired 
learning effect is strengthened by the exchange
of knowledge and experience among the course
participants. The cooperation of various depart-
ments and sites promotes synergy effects 
and takes into account BorgWarner’s network
philosophy.

The success of the previously completed 
Six Sigma projects justifies the method. The
training costs for 2002 amounted to just four
percent of the cost reductions achieved by the
Six Sigma project in the same year. Next year
the ratio between the training costs and the
results from completed projects is set to be
further improved.

The demand for Six Sigma training courses 
has increased dramatically in the past. This is
why, in July 2004, Master Black Belt Seung 
Ho Lee began his worldwide activity in the 
areas of internal training and project selection,
project support and coordination. Since then,
15 Black Belts from Kirchheimbolanden and 
one Black Belt from Oroszlány have undergone
training. The Black Belt training sessions planned
for 2005 have already been held. Nine Green
Belt courses are also planned for Kirchheim-
bolanden, Bradford, Oroszlány and Campinas.
In addition, Kaizen workshops will be held for
dealing with less complex problems.

Six Sigma is not in competition with other estab-
lished methods of improvement. It is only applied
for extremely complex projects and tasks that
require a lot of man hours.

CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENTS WITH SIX SIGMA

8
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One particular project, coordinated by Master Black Belt Seung
Ho Lee as trainer and project leader, is an excellent example of
how practical and successful the Six Sigma method can be. It was
set up by BorgWarner because a supplier's material problems
were threatening Turbo Systems' ability to deliver its products.

The project started as a brainstorming session with the project
team, which was made up of specialists both from the supplier
and from Turbo Systems. This session highlighted around 
50 potential causes for the poor material quality. The most 
likely causes were then prioritized and broken down into four
categories for further investigation, with the specialists drawing 
up a detailed process analysis in line with the categorization. 
The design of experiments (DOE) delivered a promising approach,
although the danger here was that the supplier’s management
would simply be happy with the results without checking the 
actual findings properly.

The project team, however, checked the Six Sigma method 
to see whether the optimization offered sufficient security in 
eliminating the quality problems. The influencing factors from the
process analysis were put into concrete terms, which led to an

expanded DOE – with the aim of finding the optimum setting 
of the critical process parameters. To avoid interference with the
running production processes this was done in a simulation 
with special Six Sigma software. The optimum settings 
determined during the simulation were then verified to confirm 
the theoretical results in practice.

This led to a real “aha” experience. It was discovered that the 
cause of the quality problems was not the material itself, but rather
the parameters of the auxiliary process! The Six Sigma Team
then handed over the results of the project to the management
of the supplier, which now monitors the necessary settings 
to ensure consistently high quality.

Conclusion

The structured approach of Six Sigma often helps in finding
unknown causes of problems. Yet the statistical, data-based 
methods and simulations also allow hypotheses founded on 
experience to be proven in practice.

Six Sigma in practice
REPORT ON A PROJECT OF MASTER BLACK BELT, SEUNG HO LEE

Development of Six Sigma, with number of course participants worldwide

2002 2003 2004 2005 (planned)

10Black Belt 0 3 6

7Green Belt 9 21 59
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S ince its introduction in fall 2002,
the Kia Sorento has been one 
of the most popular SUVs in 

Germany. In the 2003 new registration 
figures published by the German Federal
Automotive Office, the vehicle immedi-
ately found a place among the top ten 
off-roaders.

When production started, the Sorento
was initially offered with a 2.5 CRDI WGT
engine. This first four-cylinder model 
produced 140 bhp, enabling the vehicle
to reach a top speed of 105 mph. With
this model Kia was able to make a 
decisive improvement to the image of its
off-road vehicles. And with the 2005
Sorento the Korean company has now
introduced the direct successor to 
the diesel model 2.5 CRDI WGT. The
development aim with the new Sorento
was to create a vehicle that is both 
more powerful and more comfortable
than its predecessor. The Koreans have
certainly succeeded in both of these
regards.

Athlete in pinstripes

Just the look of the Sorento makes the
vehicle stand out. The improved design,
and in particular the front and back 
profile and wheels, give the Sorento an
extremely confident and sporty look. 
Yet despite this new and sporty feel, 
comfort has also been much improved.
Heated seats, a classy interior, excellent
leg room and many luxurious extras 
create a pleasing atmosphere for pas-
sengers in both the front and the back.
And with the Sorento Premium, Kia now
offers genuine luxury in the offroad class.
Alongside a high-grade leather interior,
this model has many equipment upgrades
that give a real feeling of exclusivity.

And the new Sorento not only
impresses with its design and
comfort. Its overall perfor-
mance is also first class. Its
engine is extremely quiet and
offers smooth yet powerful
acceleration – in fact drivers

can almost forget they are 
driving a diesel. The injection pressure
of the Common Rail pump has been
increased from 1350 to 1600 bar. With 
174 bhp at 3800 rpm, the 2.5l VTG direct
injection diesel engine now offers 34 bhp
more than the WGT engine with waste
gate turbocharger fitted in its prede-
cessor. The top speed is now 118 mph,
surpassing the previous model by some
12 mph. The engineers also achieved
greater torque and smoother running –
while simultaneously lowering con-
sumption and emissions. 

Intelligent power thanks to BV

The BorgWarner turbocharger makes 
a decisive contribution to the overall 

THE NEW KIA SORENTO 2.5 CRDI
VGT WITH BV43 TURBOCHARGER
BY BORGWARNER

Refinement
and power

BV43 turbocharger

Market s  & Cus tomers
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BORGWARNER TURBO SYSTEMS STARTS UP 
SERIES PRODUCTION FOR HYUNDAI

BorgWarner Turbo Systems con-
tinues its expansion course in
Asia. At the start of 2005 the 

turbocharger specialist began series 
production for the Hyundai Motor 
Company in Korea. The first products 
to roll off the production line are BV43 
turbochargers , which are manufactured
in a joint venture with SeohanWarner
Turbo Systems. The turbocharger with
variable turbine geometry (VTG) is used
in the new Kia Sorento 2.5 CRDI VGT
diesel engine, which is initially only 
to be available on the Korean market 
(see also the article on page 10).

“By supplying turbochargers to the
Hyundai Motor Company, BorgWarner
Turbo Systems has taken a decisive step
toward opening up the Korean market”,
explains Chris Rabe, Vice President and
General Manager Asia at BorgWarner
Turbo Systems. 

BV technology: Third generation 
of variable turbine geometry 

With its new BV technology, BorgWarner
Turbo Systems now presents the third
generation of variable turbine geome-
try (VTG). The VTG technology with
adjustable guide vanes represents the
state-of-the-art in modern passenger
vehicle diesel engines. Compared to 
its predecessor, the current BV system
offers improved thermal dynamics and
optimized control response with signifi-
cantly greater reliability. BV technology
celebrated its debut in 2003 in the 1.4 liter
three-cylinder engine of the Audi A2. 

And in the luxury engine class up to 
3.0 liters or 180 cubic inch displacement,
the BV technology is setting completely
new standards, for example in the Audi
3.0 Liter V6 Diesel and in the Ford/Land

Rover 2.7 Liter V6 Diesel. Following 
its success in European vehicles, the 
BV technology is now being used for 
the first time in an Asian model, the 
Kia Sorento. 

More power, less consumption 
and lower emissions

Using the BV43 turbocharger, the 2.5 Liter
VGT (152 cubic inch) diesel engine 
with direct injection fitted in the Kia 
Sorento provides the driver with 174 bhp
at 3,800 rpm – some 34 bhp more 
than its predecessor with waste gate 
turbocharger. When developing the
engine, further aims included greater
torque and smoother running, with both
lower consumption and emissions. 
The close cooperation between the 
engineers at Hyundai and BorgWarner
Turbo Systems made it possible to 
successfully meet these high demands. 

The turbocharger series is manufactured
for Hyundai Motor by the joint venture
company SeohanWarner Turbo Systems
Ltd, which was founded in February 2004
by BorgWarner Turbo Systems together
with the Korean auto supplier Korea
Flange Company Ltd. Turbo Systems
selected the BorgWarner Engine Group
facility in Pyongtaek as the production
site, as BorgWarner MorseTec already
performs manufacturing for the Hyundai
Motor Company here.   

Start of production
in Korea

performance of the engine. This project
once again demonstrated the impor-
tance of close cooperation between 
the developers of engines and charging 
systems in achieving excellent end 
results. The BV43 used in the Kia is 
a VTG turbocharger with adjustable 
turbine geometry. The adjustable guide
vanes provide improved response and
seamless acceleration. The VTG tech-
nology also offers greater power density
and improved exhaust emissions.

This improved performance due to the
BV43 is noticeable immediately with the
first test drive. Although the Sorento 
is not the lightest in its class, it reacts 
fast and spontaneously. Even in difficult
and steep terrain, the handling remains
excellent due to the engine response. 

The development of the BV43 turbo-
charger for the Kia Sorento is not the 
only joint project between BorgWarner
Turbo Systems and the Hyundai-Kia
Group. 



Two years ago it broke no fewer
than 17 world records – and now
its modernized successor goes

into production in the new Opel Astra.
We’re talking about the 1.3 CDTI 
Common Rail Turbo Diesel engine, 
which kicked up a storm in the Opel 
ECO-Speedster in 2003. The latest 
version of the super-compact power-
house generates 90 bhp and, with 
a torque of just under 150 lb-ft, helps 
the Astra achieve sound performance
with excellent consumption at just 
under 50 mpg US (58 mpg UK). The new
engine celebrated its world premiere
at the RAI auto show in Amsterdam,
Netherlands.

High torque, low consumption

The 1.248 cm3 (76.13 cubic inch) four-
valve engine, developed by GM Power-
train in cooperation with Fiat, has a 
compression ratio of 18:1 and excels

through the latest diesel technology. 
Its high pressure common-rail injection 
system (1,600 bar) provides up to five
injection sprays per cycle for an extremely
fine fuel spray mix – thereby offering
unusually smooth running. In contrast 
to the basic model of the 1.3 CDTI, already
fitted in the Opel models Corsa, Tigra,
Combo and Agila and in many Fiat 
vehicles with 70 bhp and 125 lb-ft of
torque, the new engine has a turbochar-
ger with variable turbine geometry. This
new turbo is the BV35 by BorgWarner
Turbo Systems, which offers the compact
diesel superlative power. The maximum
torque of 148 lb-ft is available from 1,750
to 2,500 rpm, and the smallest four-
cylinder common-rail turbo diesel in 
the world delivers its maximum power
of 90 bhp at 4,000 rpm. With a specific
power output of 1.18 bhp and a specific
torque of just under 2 lb-ft per cubic inch
displacement, the 90 bhp CDTI rises
above all four-cylinder diesel engines.  

Baby-sized VTG

With the manufacturing start-up of the
new engine, the smallest model of the
new VTG generation BV by BorgWarner
Turbo Systems also goes into series 
production for the first time. With the
BV35, BorgWarner Turbo Systems once
again underlines its position as techno-
logical leader in the field of turbocharging
for small diesel engines under 1.6 liters
(100 cubic inch) displacement. This 
follows the launch of the first BV39 
in the Audi A2 1.4 in 2003, a unit later 
used in the Renault 1.5 dci. The KP35 
turbocharger is the perfect partner 
for particularly small yet power diesel
engines. And the BV technology by 
BorgWarner will continue to improve 
the power of these engines in the future.

12

Baby engine 
can torque

OPEL ASTRA IS LAUNCHED WITH 1.3 CDTI ENGINE AND BV TURBOCHARGER

Breaker of 17 world records, the Opel ECO-Speedster The basic model of the 1.3 CDTI is used in vehicles 

such as the Opel  Corsa

Market s  & Cus tomers
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BV35 Turbolader



On 22 April 2005 BorgWarner
Turbo Systems and the Univer-
sity of Applied Sciences (FH) in

Mannheim presented the Turbo Academy
to the public. This is a new institute which
will expand the range of courses offered
at the university with an exciting new field
from 2006 onward.

The Turbo Academy’s aim is to allow 
students to gain a deeper insight into 
turbocharging as an innovative technol-
ogy and improve training in this field. 
The plan is also to use the Turbo Acad-
emy as a way of bringing together and
expanding BorgWarner Turbo Systems’
internal company training program.

Training the turbocharger 
specialists of the future

BorgWarner’s commitment to the uni-
versity is not totally selfless. The turbo-
charger manufacturer’s business with 
turbocharging for diesel and gasoline
engines is currently enjoying rapid 
global growth. Alongside the production
figures, the number of development 
projects is also increasing exponentially.
Yet this drastic increase is accompanied
by ever greater demands on the new
technologies. This is why it is absolutely
vital for engineers to be extremely well
trained and for the company to find 
talented young people that already have
specific knowledge and training in the
right fields. However, since exhaust gas
turbocharging is a technology that 
closely links two specialist fields – turbo-
machineries and combustion engines –
this often makes it difficult to find suitable
specialists.

It was in light of the difficult financial 
situation in the German education 
system that BorgWarner Turbo Systems
decided to make a contribution to 
improving university education in this 
very specific field. The cooperation is
based on the foundation and construc-
tion of the company’s own institute for
combustion engines and turbocharging
technology. The investment needed 
to make this institute a reality is being 
carried equally by the Mannheim Univer-
sity of Applied Sciences, the state of
Baden-Würtemberg and BorgWarner
Turbo Systems. The running costs of the
Turbo Academy, which is also to receive
two ultra-modern, fully automatic test
benches, are to be borne by BorgWarner
Turbo Systems.

14

BORGWARNER AND MANNHEIM UNIVERSITY OF APPLIED 
SCIENCES FOUND TURBO ACADEMY

The school of turbocha

Hans Peter Schmalzl, Vice President Technology 

with BorgWarner Turbo Systems and Prof. Dr. von Hoyningen Huene 

View from the planned control room over the engine test bench

Turbo Sys tems in ternal



BORGWARNER EXHIBITS AT AUTOMEC IN BRAZIL

Sáo Paulo, Brazil, was host to the seventh
AUTOMEC trade fair from 5-9 July 2005.
AUTOMEC is the auto industry’s most impor-
tant trade fair in South America, and the third 
most important event worldwide.

This should actually come as no surprise, as 
with a total of 28 producers, Brazil has more 
auto manufacturers than any other country. The
2.2 million vehicles produced here each year also
make the country the eleventh largest producer
in terms of volume. The auto industry is classed
as a key industry in Brazil. It is therefore keenly
supported by the government and also offers 
foreign suppliers excellent sales potential. In the
first few months of this year the auto market in
the country grew by 12.7 percent relative to 2004.
And experts are predicting revenue of around
$18.6 billion US, with new investments of around
$1 billion US.

This of course also stimulated
interest at this year’s AUTOMEC.
The event attracted over 95,000
visitors from across the globe who
took the opportunity to get a 
look at the new products and
innovative solutions of around 
850 Brazilian and 450 foreign
exhibitors.

BorgWarner was present with two product lines.
Turbo Systems presented innovative turbo-
charging systems for passenger cars and 
commercial vehicles, including the R2S™ 
regulated 2-stage turbocharging system, which
drew a great crowd. And the BorgWarner 
Division Emission/Thermal Systems showed its
newest  cooling systems. Staff members from
various foreign BorgWarner sites were on 
hand at the company's stand to offer the inter-
national audience sound and comprehensive
information in all languages. These staff mem-
bers included Emiliano Fabac, Dirk Polte, 
Bob Plummer and Rafael Morett.

The representatives of BorgWarner were able
to gain many new business contacts and all hailed
the event a roaring success. It will be interesting
to see what new projects come out of this in the
near future.

Brazil on the up
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The Turbo Academy is to receive two 

ultra-modern, fully automatic test benches

Events

Alongside actual training, the institute’s
program is also to include pre-develop-
ment and research projects in the field
of turbocharging. These projects can be
supported through cooperation with other
institutes of the university in Mannheim or
indeed other universities.

Turbo Academy opens up great
opportunities

Prof. Dr. von Hoyningen Huene, president
of the university awarded the prize 
of “Best Practice University” in Germany
in 2004, sees the cooperation with 
BorgWarner Turbo Systems as a unique
opportunity. He understands that 
Germany has never seen cooperation 
of this kind, yet considers it to be the 
only way of continuing to offer top grade
training in the face of ever dwindling state
funding.

The next step toward making the Turbo
Academy a reality will be the laying of 
the foundation stone for the institute’s
building in November 2005. Incidentally,
this is also a historic date for the 
turbocharger manufacturer, as it was on
this day in 1905 that the Swiss Alfred
Büchi received the first patent for exhaust
gas turbocharging. The plan is for the
institute to be ready for full operation in
time for the winter semester 2006. 
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Do you think a colleague might 
also like to receive a regular edition 
of TurboNews?

Company, name, e-mail address to:

rai@turbos-bwauto.de

TURBO SYSTEMS EXPANDS ITS DEVELOPMENT CENTER 
IN KIRCHHEIMBOLANDEN

Investment in the future
The first stone for the new building was laid
on 8 December 2003. After slightly more than 
eight months of construction, work on the 
almost 25,000 square foot building was com-
pleted on 21 August 2004. At 12,700 square 
feet, just over half of the newly created space 
is used for offices. These are now occupied 
by staff from Development, Global Purchas-
ing and Global Quality & Processes. And a 
team from the BorgWarner Emissions/Thermal
Systems Division also has an office in the new
building. A total of 110 modern office workplaces
are available. This gives us the necessary space
for further growth.

The new building now offers space for further 
staff expansion in the development areas at 
Turbo Systems. This will help the turbocharger
specialist to reach its aim of meeting the 
ever growing demands for innovation and 
development.

BorgWarner Turbo Systems’ ultra-modern development center in Kirchheimbolanden 
was only opened in the year 2000. Since this time the sharp increase in demand for
engines with turbochargers has presented the company with ever greater and more

exciting challenges. This was the key reason and motivation behind the further € 2.4 million
investment in expanding development capacity. The new building was recently completed,
with 85 employees finally moving into their new workplaces toward the end of 2004.
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